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Complements for architecture



• Domestic architecture
• Industrial architecture  
• Public and commercial architecture

Our showroom in Fossombrone, Italy, is dedicated to introducing our clients 
to the GIOMMI world, to explore ideas and their feasibility, to work to-
gether in evaluating visions and plans, always with a focus on low envi-
ronmental impact and respect for our planet. The exhibition hall has been 
conceived to display our complete range of products, including those desi-
gned by GIOMMI, and our selection of articles and proposals from the best 
brands. Inspiration, creativity, technical solutions gather in our showroom to 
meet materials and style of the best quality.
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Since 1961, Complementing Architecture with high technology and respect 
for the enviroment. The fruit of constant engagement and professional com-
mitment in projecting, producing, installing high-technology, top-class de-
sign and quality products for building, architecture, art and landscaping: 
long-term experience, management and organization, prepared young staff, 
the most modern technology, quality materials, control of procedures and 
final products, quest of sustainable solutions for reduced environmental im-
pact; passion for excellence, with a keen person-oriented approach. GIOMMI 
began in 1961 working with metal and noble materials, targeting architecture 
and arts to produce high-technology eco-friendly building components. 
The company grew through three generations, with new creative services to 
its clients, interpreting and reconciling ideas, needs, functionality and com-
petence, as well as exploring futuristic technical solutions. Such growth goes 
on, making GIOMMI an enterprise fitted to compete at global level, and 
recognized within the market for its quality and forward vision. Achieving 
goals is the fruit of deep interest, constant engagement and professional com-
mitment towards our work and according to clear guidelines:
• use of the best materials, chosen upon our experience in the field
• efficient internal organization, supported by the most modern technology 
and assisted by dynamic and skilled staff
• regular control of procedures and final products
• respect for the environment and constant reference to sustainable solutions 
with low environmental impact
• great passion and striving for excellence

50-year experience projecting and producing high-technology, quality and 
design solutions to complement bio-architecture for public, commercial, in-
dustrial, residential and indoors context with key-in-hand by-measure on-
demand projects, adopting low-environmental impact criteria, creating in-
stallations and stands for exhibits and fairs as well as for the art world, using 
materials in harmony with the most sophisticated requirements: glass, wood, 
copper, stainless steel, aluminum, iron, bronze, corten. Our works are 
to remain in time and space, guarantee energy efficiency and environmental 
respect, and we are a partner in architectural projects with alternative 
and forward-looking character, eco-friendliness, creativity, technology and 
specialized installations, for any architectural idea.Origins
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Complementing industrial  

We work with industrial plants and establishments using a broad range of so-
lutions such as curtain walls, coverings and frames, electronic and armored/
security fixtures, sliding and concealed/flush-to-wall fittings for interiors and 
exteriors, fire-rated and blast-resistant solutions, all with attention to low en-
vironmental impact. Professional skills enabling diversified targets, focusing 
on the client’s needs and the will to obtain personalized, tailored interventions.

Architecture
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Complementing domestic  

Our desire to create works that last a lifetime, at the same time guaranteeing 
energy efficiency and respect for the environment, makes us a valuable partner 
in architectural projects that are alternative and avant-garde. GIOMMI pro-
poses high-quality design complements and high-functionality plants, in par-
ticular with the provision of the newest applications and devices in home and 

building automation (domotic systems).

Architecture
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Complementing public

With the power of experience and technology, we work side-by-side with
architects and project designers to create solutions and systems that comple-
ment and enhance construction works, from installing systems to erecting co-
verings, including components such as fireproof systems. With our partners 
in the photovoltaic sector, we develop integrated installations to fit within the 
structural architecture, resulting in an appropriate visual and volume effect. 
We are also operating in infrastructures, realizing special public areas such as 

waiting lounges and halls in airports and stations.

and commercial Architecture
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22 Exhibit installations

Temporary and permanent solutions for fairs and exhibits represent one of the 
most challenging bricks in our wall, a stimulating environment in which our 
intervention covers from the concept up to the final completion. Adaptability 
meets variety in the use of materials – opening up to all possibilities – and 
the attention to eco-friendly solutions, allowing the most diversified types of 
installations (booths, stalls, stands, open-space), producing results of great 
impact, efficiency, environmental respect, as well as great prestige for the 
client’s image.

and services
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After hour & Events  
GIOMMI’s management holds a personal commitment towards promoting 
culture and events aimed at circulating ideas, fostering learning, personal 
growth and collective progress. Over the years, numerous happenings have 
been organized, sometimes improvising out of casual encounters with artists 
and performance professionals from the world of art, culture and civic enga-
gement, with a view to creating occasions to share, discuss, develop. Courses, 
projection of movies with debate, concerts, and musical and culinary evenings 
with international flavor have animated the locals of the establishment 
in Fossombrone and the splendid terrace facing the hills of the region.
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“GIOMMI’S SCULPTURE”

A passionate love for art, culture and decoration, the application of creative 
stimuli, the wish to contribute to enhancing our surroundings, integrating 
our actions into the environment in a respectful and sustainable manner, all 
feed GIOMMI’s artistic vein. A solid collaboration with art studios and local 
administrations has brought about the realization of celebrative sculptures in 
various public spaces of the region. A creative vein that marries fantasy, love 
for nature and the skills of gifted artists, at the service of our community.

works of art
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From projecting to producing and then installing, our team 
can provide key-in-hand technical consultancy at all levels. 
A broad showroom area displays samples of our wide variety 
of products, including doors, windows, façades, verandas, 
glasshouses, curtains, sunshades awnings, building automa-
tion solutions, stairs, sliding systems, photovoltaic systems, 
accessories, structures in metal and/or glass, creations for 
the art world, and the special top-quality line “MADE by 
Giommi”. GIOMMI is equipped and authorized to adapt and 
re-elaborate any existing products according to the ideas and 
specific requirements of each client, keeping the standard 
and the functionality of the official brands, with guarante-
ed top-level architecture, style and design outputs which re-
spond to  only high-quality brands, with a direct specialized 

concessionary relationship.

Services
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We realize projects that last in Time
Doors, windows, sliding systems, verandas, glass walls, glasshouses, 
Curtain walls, photovoltaic systems, domotics, automatic entrances,
fire-rated and blast-resistent systems, coverings, blinds & awnings,
accessories, garden furniture, metal structures, glass structures,
creations for the art world.

We master the Materials
Aluminum, Iron, Stainless Steel, Corten Steel, Inox Steel, Bronze, 
Copper, Wood, Glass.

We offer best-quality Brands
Schüco, KELLER minimal windows, Forster, Pratic, Secco, Dorma, 
Domal, Hydro, Olivari, Rimadesio, Lualdi, Garofoli, Metra, Casali, 
Velux, Scrigno, Porsa, Wicona, Lunamare, L’Invisibile, Gidea, Fontanot, 
Door2000, Dierre, Marretti, TenderGroup, Silvelox, Movi, Mobili di 
Castello,  Casali, Jansen, Maico, Finstral, Geze, Besam, Hörmann, 
in many cases as specialized direct representative.

We make use of Tecnology
Alucobond©, KME TECU©, Rheinzink©,  Laminam© 

We are long-time Partners
Hilti, Würth, G Group photovoltaic, BAX Domotica, 
Schüco, KELLER, Forster, Jansen, Finstral, Pratic, Silvelox, 
Hörmann, Secco
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PLANNING & PROJECTING

• ON-DEMAND DESIGN

• CONSULTING

• EXECUTIVE PROJECTS

• PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

• PRODUCTION

• DOORS

• WINDOWS

• FAÇADES

• CURTAIN WALLS

• SLIDING SYSTEMS

• FIREPROOF SYSTEMS

• AUTOMATED ACCESSES

• DOMOTICS

• STAIRS

• VERANDAS & WINTERGARDENS

• SUNSHADES & COVERINGS

• GARDEN SOLUTIONS

• TERRACE RAILINGS

• STOVES & HEATERS

• ROOF WINDOWS

• PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS

• TECHNICAL INSTALLATIONS

• EXHIBITION & FAIR SETTINGS

• LOGISTICAL FACILITIES

• TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

• MAINTENANCE & AFTER-SALES

DOORS, WINDOWS & VERANDAS

• KELLER 

  GLASSHOUSE, ORANGERIE      

  MINIMAL WINDOWS

  WINTERGARDEN

• SCHÜCO

• JANSEN

• FINSTRAL

• METRA

• VELUX

• PORSA

• WICONA

• TENDERGROUP

• DOMAL

• AGOSTINI

• SECCO

• SUNSHADES & COVERS

• PRATIC

• SILENT GLISS

• TENDARREDO

• MODUL-SYSTEM

DOORS

• RIMADESIO

• LUALDI

• GAROFOLI

• CASALI

• SCRIGNO

• LUNAMARE

• L’INVISIBILE

• DOOR2000

• MOBILI DI CASTELLO

• OLIVARI

High Technology complements for Architecture
AUTOMATION

• DORMA

• GEZE

• BESAM

STAIRS

• FONTANOT

• MARRETTI

SECURITY SYSTEMS

• SILVELOX

• DIERRE

• HÖRMANN

TECHNICAL & PLANNING PARTNERS

• HILTI

• WÜRTH

• GIOMMI SOLAR

• BAX DOMOTICA

FACILITIES & ASSETS

• OWN TRUCKS & VEHICLES

• ELEVATOR CRANES

• GLASS LIFTING MACHINES

• AERIAL MOVEMENT PLATFORMS

• ALUMINUM

• IRON

• STAINLESS STEEL

• CORTEN STEEL

• BRONZE

• COPPER

• WOOD

• GLASS

GIOMMI srl, three generations of technicians in metal and glass. Fossombrone (PU) - Italy + 39 0721 716461 - www.giommi.it / www.giommiproject.com
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